Shape Your Trip –
Competition Terms and Conditions

A project by

With support by
Organiser: myclimate Foundation

Competition structure: Teenagers and young adults plan sustainable trips, which they submit to the competition. The competition is open to participants, who were encouraged to take part by their school, but also to individual travel groups who have found out about the competition another way.

The most innovative, sustainable and sensible trips will be selected by a jury of travel experts and will receive financial support for going on their trip. The winning sustainable trips will be published as good examples in the form of an idea pool on the website (www.myclimate.org).

Eligibility: Any natural person resident in Switzerland between 14 and 25 years of age is eligible to participate. Legal guardians must give permission for minors to participate. The organiser is entitled to check that such permission has been given. Excluded from participation are all bodies and employees of the organiser, in addition to all persons who are involved in this competition in a professional capacity. Participation in the competition is free of charge and is not dependent on the purchase of goods and services from the organiser. By participating in this competition, participants confirm that they agree to these terms and conditions.

Competition period: August 2021 – June 4th 2022

All those who wish to participate must fill out the form available on the website (www.myclimate.org/shapeyourtrip-contest) (Version "Individual Trip" or "Class Trip") and submit this to the organiser (shapeyourtrip@myclimate.org).

Requirements for the submitted travel plan: A submission is considered valid when the described travel plan fulfils the following criteria:

– The travel group consists of a least one person and a maximum of 30 people
– The journey lasts a minimum of 4 days and a maximum of 8 weeks

Prize:

Prize for class trips:

– 1x CHF 2,000.00 for the travel fund
– 1x four night stay for the whole class in a Swiss Youth Hostel of your choice

Prizes for individual trips:

– 6x CHF 500.00 for the travel fund.
– 4x Vouchers for overnight stays in Swiss Youth Hostels worth CHF 500.00

Prizes are sponsored by SBB and Swiss Youth Hostels.

There is no entitlement to a cash payment of the prize or issue of a replacement prize.

Determining the winners: All submissions will be stored by the myclimate foundation. Submission of a trip will not automatically result in a prize. Winners will be chosen from all valid submissions by an independent jury, in private, at the end of the competition.

Notification of the winners: Winners will be notified by email, using the contact information provided with the submission. Winners must respond in writing within 14 days of first contact.
from the organiser to claim their prize. In the event that the winners do not respond within 14 days of first contact from the organiser, the organiser retains the right to disqualify these winners. The prize can then be allocated to another winner, who will be determined in accordance with the process outline above.

**Booking the trip:** The winner must book the trip, as it is described in the submission, (at a minimum the means of transport and accommodation) within a year of the first written contact from the organiser, in accordance with the instructions in the first contact. The payment of the prize will only take place after the submission of the booking receipts and inspection of these by the organiser. The prize will be transferred to a private account nominated by the winner. In addition, winners will receive a personal award from the organiser in the form of a certificate.

**Use of data:** By participating in the competition, the participant gives their consent to the organiser that their personal data and submitted materials and ideas may be used for the purposes of advertising and market research. The participant explicitly agrees that all collected data may also be viewed by third parties, sent abroad and evaluated, within and outside of Switzerland. In all other respects, our general T&Cs ([https://www.myclimate.org/gtc/](https://www.myclimate.org/gtc/)) and our Privacy Policy([https://www.myclimate.org/data-privacy/](https://www.myclimate.org/data-privacy/)) apply.

**Exclusion from the competition, termination ahead of time, liability:** The organiser reserves the right without notice and without disclosing their grounds for doing so to disqualify or refuse to issue the prize or demand its return from any participant, who manipulates and/or seeks to manipulate the competition and/or violates the participation conditions or acts outside of the spirit of fairness and/or seeks to surreptitiously influence the outcome of the competition.

The organiser reserves the right to end the competition ahead of time or to extend it without notice and without disclosing their grounds for doing so. This implies in particular, should orderly execution of the competition be prevented on technical or legal grounds. In such an event, the participants have no claim against the organiser.

The organiser accepts no liability to the winner for loss or damage of any kind, which arise in connection with the competition, data processing or prize.

The competition is subject to **Swiss law**.

**Redress through the courts** is excluded.